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Single Machine Scheduling



Gold Mining

Bellman, R.E. (1957). Dynamic Programming, Princeton University Press.



Search



Discounted Jobs

an interchange argument.



Forwards Induction for a Markov 
Decision Process 

The next decision is always the one that maximises the
expected reward rate up to an optimally selected stopping

88

expected reward rate up to an optimally selected stopping
time. So this is a modified myopic decision rule. It is optimal
for resource allocation problems which can be formulated as
Multi-armed Bandit Problems.

Puterman, M.L. (2005). Markov Decision Processes: Discrete Stochastic Dynamic
Programming, Wiley, 2nd revised edition. 



Problem A (1)
For Problem 1 an optimal schedule is one which processes the jobs in decreasing 
order of ci / si , as may be shown by the following simple interchange argument. If

Smith,W.E. (1956). Various optimizers for single-stage production, Naval Res. 
Logist. Quart., 1–2, 59–63.



Problems B & C (2 & 3)



Problem D, Discounted Jobs
The Preemptive case (1.3)

The Non-Preemptive case



Problem D

metaphor. 



The Stages of a Pre-Clinical
Research Project and their 
Probabilities of Success

Before screening, p1

Identifying the first lead series, p2 

Optimising a LS to find the first 

candidate drug, p4

Looking for backup CDs, p5 = 1.0



Finding a Candidate Drug



Profitability Index



The Forwards Induction Algorithm



A Simplified Candidate Drug Selection 



Forwards Induction for Candidate 
Drug Selection

• The next candidate drug selected is 
always the one that maximises the 
profitability index up to the next decision 
point.
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point.
• It is optimal if CD selection is restricted 

to a single lead series.
• In general it performs well, though not 

necessarily optimally. 



Problem 1



Proposition 2



Algorithm 1



Problems 1I and 1W



Problem 1V



Problems 1I and 1V
Solution



Problem 2



Algorithm 2



The Simplified CD Selection Problem



INPUTS REQUIREDINPUTS REQUIRED
Values and Costs.Values and Costs.
BenchBench--mark Success Probabilities and Durations for mark Success Probabilities and Durations for 
Discovery Stages and Clinical Trials Phases.Discovery Stages and Clinical Trials Phases.
BenchBench--mark Allocations of Scientists for the Discovery (ie mark Allocations of Scientists for the Discovery (ie 
Preclinical) Stages.Preclinical) Stages.
Judgements on the relationship between Rate of Progress Judgements on the relationship between Rate of Progress 
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Judgements on the relationship between Rate of Progress Judgements on the relationship between Rate of Progress 
and Number of Scientists allocated. and Number of Scientists allocated. 
Judgements on the extent and likely impact of Competitive Judgements on the extent and likely impact of Competitive 
Developments in other Companies. Developments in other Companies. 
These may be entered as probability distributions, allowing These may be entered as probability distributions, allowing 
for uncertainty, which may be very high. for uncertainty, which may be very high. 



VALUES AND COSTSVALUES AND COSTS
Weighted average cost of capital for the company, Weighted average cost of capital for the company, 
preferably in inflationpreferably in inflation--free terms.  free terms.  
Expected net present value of a new drug available Expected net present value of a new drug available 
and approved for marketing.and approved for marketing.
Average cost of employing a senior scientist for a Average cost of employing a senior scientist for a 
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Average cost of employing a senior scientist for a Average cost of employing a senior scientist for a 
year, including all overheads and the cost of support year, including all overheads and the cost of support 
staff.staff.
Expected costs of clinical trials phases I, II and III.  Expected costs of clinical trials phases I, II and III.  



Problem 3



Solving Problem 3



Algorithm 3



OPRRAOPRRASoftware: Software: 
OOptimisingptimisingPPharmaceuticalharmaceutical

RResearchesearchRResourceesource
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OVER THE PAST 10 YEARS, PHARMA HAS 
INVESTED 70% MORE ON R&D, WHILST NME 

OUTPUT HAS DECREASED BY 30%
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SOURCE: CMR INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCE METRICS PROGRAM © THOMSON REUTERS & IMS HEALTH
* The development time data point for 2008 includes data from 2006 and 2007 only



OUTLINEOUTLINE
INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
�� Purpose of OPRRAPurpose of OPRRA
�� Value of OPRRA to Research ManagersValue of OPRRA to Research Managers
�� Inputs RequiredInputs Required
�� Outputs Outputs 
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Outputs Outputs 
THE STRUCTURE OF PRECLINICAL THE STRUCTURE OF PRECLINICAL 
PHARMACEUTICAL RESEARCH PROJECTSPHARMACEUTICAL RESEARCH PROJECTS
MATHEMATICAL MODELLINGMATHEMATICAL MODELLING
�� Plans for Further DevelopmentPlans for Further Development

USING OPRRAUSING OPRRA
�� ExampleExample



PURPOSE OF OPRRAPURPOSE OF OPRRA
OPRRA models the relationships between OPRRA models the relationships between 
profitability and effort allocations to the successive profitability and effort allocations to the successive 
early stages of a pharmaceutical research project, to early stages of a pharmaceutical research project, to 
assist management in finding allocations which are assist management in finding allocations which are 
both feasible and profitable.both feasible and profitable.
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both feasible and profitable.both feasible and profitable.
OPRRA can be used to model individual projects, OPRRA can be used to model individual projects, 
and to investigate the consequences of different and to investigate the consequences of different 
allocations across a portfolio of projects.allocations across a portfolio of projects.



Value of OPRRA to Research Value of OPRRA to Research 
ManagersManagers

It is difficult to achieve the right balance between the It is difficult to achieve the right balance between the 
urgency of making progress and the potential loss of urgency of making progress and the potential loss of 
efficiency with too large a team size on a project. efficiency with too large a team size on a project. 
Competition obviously has an influence on how this Competition obviously has an influence on how this 
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Competition obviously has an influence on how this Competition obviously has an influence on how this 
balance should be struck, but it is not so obvious what balance should be struck, but it is not so obvious what 
this influence is. It could either lead to allocating more or this influence is. It could either lead to allocating more or 
fewer scientists to a project.fewer scientists to a project.
OPRRA analyses these factors in a uniquely effective OPRRA analyses these factors in a uniquely effective 
way, often leading to a very large increase in profitability.way, often leading to a very large increase in profitability.



Value of OPRRA to Research Value of OPRRA to Research 
Managers, continued…Managers, continued…

•• For a portfolio of projects it allows allocation plans to be For a portfolio of projects it allows allocation plans to be 
evaluated in terms of evaluated in terms of 
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profitability,profitability,

riskiness,riskiness,

and effective use of available resources.and effective use of available resources.

•• This is done by fairly sophisticated simulation and sensitivity This is done by fairly sophisticated simulation and sensitivity 
analysis, with guidance from the profit maximisation analysis, with guidance from the profit maximisation 
calculations for individual projects.calculations for individual projects.



INPUTS REQUIREDINPUTS REQUIRED
Values and Costs.Values and Costs.
BenchBench--mark Success Probabilities and Durations for mark Success Probabilities and Durations for 
Discovery Stages and Clinical Trials Phases.Discovery Stages and Clinical Trials Phases.
BenchBench--mark Allocations of Scientists for the Discovery (ie mark Allocations of Scientists for the Discovery (ie 
Preclinical) Stages.Preclinical) Stages.
Judgements on the relationship between Rate of Progress Judgements on the relationship between Rate of Progress 
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Judgements on the relationship between Rate of Progress Judgements on the relationship between Rate of Progress 
and Number of Scientists allocated. and Number of Scientists allocated. 
Judgements on the extent and likely impact of Competitive Judgements on the extent and likely impact of Competitive 
Developments in other Companies. Developments in other Companies. 
These may be entered as probability distributions, allowing These may be entered as probability distributions, allowing 
for uncertainty, which may be very high. for uncertainty, which may be very high. 



VALUES AND COSTSVALUES AND COSTS
Weighted average cost of capital for the company, Weighted average cost of capital for the company, 
preferably in inflationpreferably in inflation--free terms.  free terms.  
Expected net present value of a new drug available Expected net present value of a new drug available 
and approved for marketing.and approved for marketing.
Average cost of employing a senior scientist for a Average cost of employing a senior scientist for a 
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Average cost of employing a senior scientist for a Average cost of employing a senior scientist for a 
year, including all overheads and the cost of support year, including all overheads and the cost of support 
staff.staff.
Expected costs of clinical trials phases I, II and III.  Expected costs of clinical trials phases I, II and III.  



Success Probabilities and Success Probabilities and 
Durations for Discovery Durations for Discovery 

Stages and Clinical Trials Stages and Clinical Trials 
PhasesPhases

IndustryIndustry--wide data are available from CMR wide data are available from CMR 
International. Hopefully most companies also keep International. Hopefully most companies also keep 
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International. Hopefully most companies also keep International. Hopefully most companies also keep 
records of experience with their own research. records of experience with their own research. 
The estimates and error bounds needed by OPRRA The estimates and error bounds needed by OPRRA 
are actually judgements tailored to the particular are actually judgements tailored to the particular 
project. No actual data is therefore strictly essential, project. No actual data is therefore strictly essential, 
though any relevant data is likely to improve the though any relevant data is likely to improve the 
reliability of the judgements.reliability of the judgements.



Allocations of Scientists for Allocations of Scientists for 
the Discovery Stagesthe Discovery Stages

As initial inputs, these are part of the project As initial inputs, these are part of the project 
specification, and are also decision variablesspecification, and are also decision variables
OPRRA does not take explicit account of different OPRRA does not take explicit account of different 
types of scientists, looking only at the total resource types of scientists, looking only at the total resource 
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types of scientists, looking only at the total resource types of scientists, looking only at the total resource 
rate allocated to a project at each stagerate allocated to a project at each stage
This may be measured as the total cash expenditure This may be measured as the total cash expenditure 
rate, or alternatively as the number of senior scientists rate, or alternatively as the number of senior scientists 
allocated, assuming these to be equipped with normal allocated, assuming these to be equipped with normal 
levels of support staff, lab space, and other necessary levels of support staff, lab space, and other necessary 
resourcesresources



Rate of Progress and Rate of Progress and 
Number of Scientists Number of Scientists 

AllocatedAllocated
The default assumption is that the rate of progress is The default assumption is that the rate of progress is 
proportional to the  number of scientists allocated.proportional to the  number of scientists allocated.
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proportional to the  number of scientists allocated.proportional to the  number of scientists allocated.
OPRRA allows for the possibility that team sizes OPRRA allows for the possibility that team sizes 
above some level may be relatively inefficient (for above some level may be relatively inefficient (for 
example, a less than 50% reduction in the time to example, a less than 50% reduction in the time to 
complete a stage if the team size is doubled).complete a stage if the team size is doubled).



OutputsOutputs

Profitability measures for projects, portfolios Profitability measures for projects, portfolios 
of projects, and components of projects, for of projects, and components of projects, for 
given allocation levels.given allocation levels.

Profitability measures for individual projects Profitability measures for individual projects 
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Profitability measures for individual projects Profitability measures for individual projects 
optimised with respect to allocation levels.optimised with respect to allocation levels.

Sensitivity of profitability measures to Sensitivity of profitability measures to 
allocations, and to uncertainties in model allocations, and to uncertainties in model 
parameters and project outcomes. parameters and project outcomes. 



Outputs, continued…Outputs, continued…

Probability distributions of cost, reward, and Probability distributions of cost, reward, and 
profitability index.*profitability index.*
Projections of probability distributions of Projections of probability distributions of 
future effort requirements.*future effort requirements.*
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future effort requirements.*future effort requirements.*

*Both of these are for projects and portfolios *Both of these are for projects and portfolios 
of projects, for given allocation plans, and with of projects, for given allocation plans, and with 
the option of allowing for uncertainties in the the option of allowing for uncertainties in the 
model parameters. model parameters. 



The Stages of a Pre-Clinical 
Research Project and their 
Probabilities of Success

Before screening,p1

Identifying the first lead series,p2 

Optimising a LS to find the first 

candidate drug,p4

Looking for backup CDs,p5 = 1.0



Decision VariablesDecision Variables

1st DC from 1st LS, 
p4

Failed, 
q4

Stage 5, k1 backups

X

X X

O
p2

q1 q2

p1
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X X

Numbers of scientists allocated to each stage,Numbers of scientists allocated to each stage,
uu11, , uu22, , uu44, , uu5 5 ((eg 4, 10, 15, 15)eg 4, 10, 15, 15)

Number of backup candidate drugs (in 5Number of backup candidate drugs (in 5thth stage),stage),
kk11 ((eg 3)eg 3)



More Decision VariablesMore Decision Variables

ss: : desired number of sampled LSs desired number of sampled LSs (eg 2(eg 2)). . 

nn : : maximum number of different LSs to be maximum number of different LSs to be investigated, investigated, 
≦≦
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with the aim of finding CDs in with the aim of finding CDs in ssof them,of them,s s ≦≦ n.n.(eg 6(eg 6))

Numbers of scientists to be allocated in each stage,Numbers of scientists to be allocated in each stage,
((uu11, u, u22, u, u33, u, u44, u, u55) = ) = uu

Numbers of backup candidate drugs (in stage 5),           Numbers of backup candidate drugs (in stage 5),           
(k(ki i , , ii = = 1,…, s1,…, s) = ) = kk



Effectiveness FunctionEffectiveness Function
and Bounds on Allocationsand Bounds on Allocations

For stageFor stageii (= 1,2,…5):(= 1,2,…5):
no more scientists than no more scientists than capcapii can be allocated;can be allocated;
a minimum value is input for the stage duration, a minimum value is input for the stage duration, 
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a minimum value is input for the stage duration, a minimum value is input for the stage duration, 
which is ensured by imposing a second cap on the which is ensured by imposing a second cap on the 
effort rate allocationeffort rate allocation;;
the effectiveness whenthe effectiveness whenu u senior scientists are senior scientists are 
allocated is allocated is eeii(u)(u); this is fitted as follows ; this is fitted as follows 
(dropping the subscript (dropping the subscript ii ).).



Effectiveness FunctionEffectiveness Function
ee((uu) : effectiveness of a team of ) : effectiveness of a team of uuscientistsscientists
ee((uu)/)/uu : relative efficiency of a team of : relative efficiency of a team of uuscientistsscientists
uuff : maximum team size for full efficiency : maximum team size for full efficiency ((egeg 1414) ) 
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triefftrieff = = e(3ue(3uf f )/3u)/3uf f ((egeg 0.850.85) ) 
quinteffquinteff= = e(5ue(5uf f )/5u)/5uf f ((egeg 0.680.68) ) 
Cubic interpolation fits Cubic interpolation fits e(u)e(u)between the values for between the values for uuff , , 
3u3uff , , and and 5u5uff ..
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Plot of Effectiveness FunctionPlot of Effectiveness Function
Effectiveness Function
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Stage Effort Needs and DurationsStage Effort Needs and Durations

XXii = scientist= scientist--years needed for stage years needed for stage ii , , 

ii = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
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ρρ = = XX33/X/X2 2 ((< < 1, eg 0.9)1, eg 0.9)

ttii = = XXii/e(u/e(uii)) = time needed for stage = time needed for stage i i , , 

ii = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5



Clinical Trials,Clinical Trials, their Costs, their Costs, 
and Probabilities of Successand Probabilities of Success

These also take place in a sequence of stages, usually referred These also take place in a sequence of stages, usually referred 
to as phases.  We need estimates for costs and success to as phases.  We need estimates for costs and success 
probabilities, but do not seek to influence decisions on probabilities, but do not seek to influence decisions on 
resource allocation.resource allocation.
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resource allocation.resource allocation.
Phase I trials are to assess the body’s response to a CD, and to Phase I trials are to assess the body’s response to a CD, and to 
establish a safe dosage range, establish a safe dosage range, ccII, p, pII. . 
Phase II trials involve patients with the condition to be treated; Phase II trials involve patients with the condition to be treated; 
the main aim is to establish a dose level that achieves a the main aim is to establish a dose level that achieves a 
suitable compromise between efficiency and any adverse side suitable compromise between efficiency and any adverse side 
effects, effects, ccIIII , p, pIIII . . 
Phase III trials involve large numbers of patients, typically in Phase III trials involve large numbers of patients, typically in 
randomised doublerandomised double--blind trials, blind trials, ccIIIIII , p, pIIIIII ..



The Probability of Clinical Success The Probability of Clinical Success 
and its Structure, continued…and its Structure, continued…

ppII = = P P ( I ) = ( I ) = P P (Phase I trials are completed successfully)(Phase I trials are completed successfully)

ppIIII = = P P (Phase II trials are completed successfully | I)(Phase II trials are completed successfully | I)
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ppIIII = = P P (Phase II trials are completed successfully | I)(Phase II trials are completed successfully | I)

ppIIIIII = = P P (Phase III trials are completed successfully(Phase III trials are completed successfully

| II)| II)

ppII ppIIII ppIIIIII = = ppaappbbppcc = = P P (Phase I, II and III trials are all (Phase I, II and III trials are all 
completed successfully) completed successfully) ((egeg 0.10.1) ) 



Values and CostsValues and Costs
V V =  expected value net of all development =  expected value net of all development 
costs of a CD if it were to be available  now as a costs of a CD if it were to be available  now as a 
marketable drug marketable drug (eg £1000m)(eg £1000m)..

αα =  =  cost of employing a senior scientist for a year, cost of employing a senior scientist for a year, 
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αα =  =  cost of employing a senior scientist for a year, cost of employing a senior scientist for a year, 
including all attributable overhead costs and costs including all attributable overhead costs and costs 
of support staffof support staff(eg £0.3m)(eg £0.3m)..
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Use of Judgemental Probabilities Use of Judgemental Probabilities 
for Estimationfor Estimation

For most of the model parameters the user can For most of the model parameters the user can 
either enter values directly into the appropriate either enter values directly into the appropriate 
boxes, or do so with the help of a boxes, or do so with the help of a 
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boxes, or do so with the help of a boxes, or do so with the help of a 
supplementary window which can be opened supplementary window which can be opened 
by clicking on the corresponding command by clicking on the corresponding command 
box. box. 



ObsolescenceObsolescence

In most cases the cash benefits resulting from the sales of In most cases the cash benefits resulting from the sales of 
a drug will themselves become lower if its launch time is a drug will themselves become lower if its launch time is 
delayed, due to the general tendency for better drugs to delayed, due to the general tendency for better drugs to 
become available from competitors as time goes by.  become available from competitors as time goes by.  
This effect is known as “This effect is known as “obsolescenceobsolescence”.”.
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This effect is known as “This effect is known as “obsolescenceobsolescence”.”.

In addition, when competitors learn of progress in our In addition, when competitors learn of progress in our 
project, the intensity of their research and the similarities project, the intensity of their research and the similarities 
between the compounds screened by competitors and between the compounds screened by competitors and 
those screened in our project may both increase.  This those screened in our project may both increase.  This 
effect we will call “effect we will call “selfself--induced obsolescenceinduced obsolescence”.”.



Discount RatesDiscount Rates

γγ : : discount rate for money in real terms discount rate for money in real terms ((egeg 0.050.05) ) 

This means that the value of £1 will become £This means that the value of £1 will become £e e γγtt after after tt years.years.

νν11 : obsolescence rate for the reward from a CD in real terms, : obsolescence rate for the reward from a CD in real terms, 
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excludingexcludingselfself--induced obsolescence induced obsolescence 

((egeg 0.20.2) ) 

νν22 : obsolescence rate for the reward from a CD in real terms, : obsolescence rate for the reward from a CD in real terms, 

includingincludingselfself--induced obsolescence induced obsolescence 

((egeg 0.40.4) ) 



Discounting & ObsolescenceDiscounting & Obsolescence

The command box ‘Financial and Obsolescence’ opens the The command box ‘Financial and Obsolescence’ opens the 
window shown in the next slide, from which the discount rates window shown in the next slide, from which the discount rates 
νν11 and and νν22 may be calculated. may be calculated. 

Significant milestones in the progress of competitors are Significant milestones in the progress of competitors are 
described as ‘Type 1 events’ and ‘Type 2 events’.described as ‘Type 1 events’ and ‘Type 2 events’.
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described as ‘Type 1 events’ and ‘Type 2 events’.described as ‘Type 1 events’ and ‘Type 2 events’.

The parameters The parameters ffii are the fractions by which the value of an are the fractions by which the value of an 
unmarketedunmarketed new drug would be reduced by the occurrence of a new drug would be reduced by the occurrence of a 
type type ii competitive milestone Alternatively, competitive milestone Alternatively, νν11 and and νν22 may be may be 
estimated and entered directly. estimated and entered directly. 



Profitability CriteriaProfitability Criteria

OPRRA uses two alternative criteria as follows.OPRRA uses two alternative criteria as follows.
Profitability IndexProfitability Index((PIPI) = ) = EE((RR)/)/EE((CC), ), 
where where EE((RR) = expected discounted reward (or value), and ) = expected discounted reward (or value), and EE((CC) ) 
= = expected discounted costexpected discounted cost..
EE((RR) is calculated after subtraction of the expected costs of ) is calculated after subtraction of the expected costs of 
clinical trials and clinical trials and EE((CC) is expressed in terms of senior scientist ) is expressed in terms of senior scientist 
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clinical trials and clinical trials and EE((CC) is expressed in terms of senior scientist ) is expressed in terms of senior scientist 
years in discovery. This means that years in discovery. This means that PIPI is the expected value is the expected value 
generated per senior scientist year in discovery. generated per senior scientist year in discovery. 
Internal Rate of Return (IRR)Internal Rate of Return (IRR). This is the value of the . This is the value of the 
exponential discount rate exponential discount rate γγ for which the expected net present for which the expected net present 
value value EE((RR) ) -- EE((C)C) is equal to zero. is equal to zero. 



Why Might a Crash Allocation Why Might a Crash Allocation 
be a Good Idea?be a Good Idea?

BecauseBecause

�� Rewards occur later than most costs.Rewards occur later than most costs.
�� The discount rate for R includes obsolescence.The discount rate for R includes obsolescence.
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�� The discount rate for R includes obsolescence.The discount rate for R includes obsolescence.
�� So for two reasons R is discounted more than C; andSo for two reasons R is discounted more than C; and
�� this discounting differential is minimised if the time this discounting differential is minimised if the time 

taken to complete the project is minimised.taken to complete the project is minimised.



An Unrealistic ExampleAn Unrealistic Example

In this example: In this example: --
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�� There is just one stage.There is just one stage.

�� Crashing has no effect on efficiency.Crashing has no effect on efficiency.

�� R and C are both discounted at the same rate R and C are both discounted at the same rate γγ..





ConclusionsConclusions

For Research Managers:  A crash For Research Managers:  A crash 
allocation might increase the profitability allocation might increase the profitability 
of potentially profitable projects.of potentially profitable projects.
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For Analysts: Forwards Induction is a For Analysts: Forwards Induction is a 
useful tool for resource allocation.  useful tool for resource allocation.  


